is the Banacb space of continuoua funetiona (resp. continuously differentiable functions) from Vq to K. Oir aim is to flnd orthonormal bases for C(Vq -. Rl) and -, Rl).
Introduction
The main aim of this paper is to flnd orthonormal bases for the spaces C(Vq -. Rl) of continuous and C 1(Vq -4 K) of continuously differentiable functions. Therefore we start by recailing sorne deflnitions and sorne previous results. Let E be a non-archimedean Banach space over a non-archimedean valued fleid L, E equipped with the norm ¡ j¡.Let fi, 12, . . -be a finite or infinite sequence of elements of E. Wc 
continnously differentiable functions can be found un [2] or [5] , chapter 27).
Let 4, be the ring of p-adic integers, 4 the field of p-adic numbers, and K is a non-archimedean valued field, Rl containing 4, and we snppose that Rl is complete for the valuation ¡, which extends the p-adic valuation. AV denotes the set of natural mnnbers, and AVo is the set of natural numbers without zero. Let a and q be two units of 4, q not a root of unity. We define Vq to be the closure of the set {aq~jn = 0,1,2,.. .}. For a description of the set Vq we refer to [7] , section 2 or to [8] , section 3. lix section 3 our aim is to find orthonormal bases for the Banach space C(Vq -Rl). Tlie results in section 3 can be seen as a seque) to the results un [9] and [8] , sections 4,5 and 6. lix section 4 we give necessary and sufflcient conditions for a function f un C(V~-* K) to be continuously differeixtiable, and we Ibid an orthonormal base for die Banach space C'(V., -4 K). Acknowledgement : 1 want to thank professor Van Hamme for the advice he gaye me duriixg the preparation of this paper.
Preliminaries
Let us introduce the foilowing: -and we say that "m 15 aix initial part of x" or x starts with m" (seo [5] , section 62). It' u belongs to 1V0, ti = >3a.j9 where a~~O, then we put n = >301~i.
5=0
We remark that n ci u. Let us now define the sequence of functions (ek(x)) lix the following way : write k E IV in the form 2) =*~1) is obvious.
Lemma 2.
Let
1 we have 
2+...,
Proof. It is clear that ja~¡ =1 if 0 <a =u (lemma 2). Suppose that it, y and u are as in 1) (resp. 2)). Then ¡p(x) -p(y)j =vnax 8e¡,.{¡a8¡¡{~'} -{~}¡} = l/p (resp. < 1/2) by hemina 3 and 181, lemmas 11 and 12.
(resp. = 1/2). So the lemma hokls for j E IV (the case j = O is
Let for each u E IV J,, be a subset of the set {0, 1,..., n}. Then we can prove Lemma 5. Let p(x) asid q(x) be continuous fusictiosia with ¡¡p¡ ¡oc < 1 asid ¡¡qljcc, =1of tire form
Id,.
=l/p (resp. =1/2) by lemma 5 and analogous
=l/p (resp. =1/2) by lemma 5
We shall need lemmas 6 and 7 t'or the construction of an orthonormal base for C'(V 4 4 Rl):
Lemma 6.
Proof. Ibis fohlows immediately from [8] , lemma 10 by putting first a = si -k aud then interchanging i and j. Proof. Ibis follows immediately from {81, lemmas 2 aixd 3.
Orthonormal bases for C(V~-~K)
Using the lemmas 1-5 un section 2, we can make orthonormal bases for C(V~-* K) with the aid of the following theorem: 3) It' (p,,(it) ) is a sequence ix 0(14 -~4) such that for al) si we have We remark that there is a one-to-one correspondence betweon 53.5, we want to find aix expression for <Píf(u, y) for speciah values for u and y. Therefore, let x,y be un {aq"jit = it = aq1, y = aq3 and snppose y~a (Le. This finishes the proofRemark. It is easy to prove that the functions (xk{~l{%}) are orthonormalínC(14x14->Rl).
Let A be the subset of C(14 -4 Rl) defined as follows : 1ff is aix element 
